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Preface 
Between the typological introduction and final summary, this volume in­
cludes revised versions of fourteen of the fifteen presentations at the Inter­
national Workshop on 'The semantics of clause linking', held at the Research 
Centre for Linguistic Typology, 13-18 August 2007. 
Ho-rnin Solin, author of Chapter 12, is (besides being a native speaker of 
the language), the leading world authority on Korean grammar. Guy 
Deutscher (Chapter 2) is thoroughly familiar with the multitudinous textual 
corpus of Akkadian. In 1980, Alan Deneh (author of Chapter 11) was asked by 
A1gy Paterson, the last fluent speaker of Martuthunira, to document his 
language. Dench recorded and analY2ed a considerable corpus before this 
language passed into extinction with the speaker's death in 1995. The other 
eleven chapters in this volwne are by linguists who have each undertaken 
lengthy spells of immersion fieldwork in a community where the language is 
actively spoken, and themselves acquired competence in it. 
As with previous volumes emanating from our International Workshops 
(also published in the series Explorations in Linguistic T ypology) we owe a 
considerable debt to John Davey, our editor at Oxford University Press. Over 
the years we have worked with many editors from a number of publishing 
houses. John Davey is in a class of his own for insight, perceptiveness, 
efficiency, and-more important of all-the delight which he takes in pub­
lishing OUf books, and the enthusiasm which never fails to cheer us. 
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CLF subordinate clause final clitic 
CM conjugation marker 






COMP(.CL) complement clause 
COMPL completive 
COMPLEM complementary 
COMPL.VB completive generic verb 
CONC concessive 
COND conditional 
CONF confirmation marker 
CONI conjunction 








CURR.REL current relevance 
CUST customary 
DAT dative 




























































equative clause complement 
equative clause subject 
effector 
elative ('away from') 
emphasis 
ergative 











































































































momentary perfective aspect 

































































obviative (contrasted with proximate) 
other (non-speaker) directed 






























propositive sentence cnder 
































































retrospective mood suffix 
reverse core argument roles 
intransitive subject 
<active'S, marked like A 
speech act participant 






singulative (of verb) 
subject honorific suffix 
simultaneous 
same topographical level 




















































verb. intransitive with animate S 
verb. derivationaUy animate intransitive. but taking optional 
third person 0 
verbless clause complement 
verbless clause subject 
ventive 
verb. intransitive with inanimate S 
vocative 
verb. transitive with animate 0 
verb. transitive with inanimate 0 
wonderment 
unspecified actor verbal inflection (one . . . .  or unspecified 
actor of passives) 
you know 
